Photoelectron spectroscopy of nickel-benzene cluster anions.
(Nickel)(n)(benzene)(m) (-) cluster anions were studied by both mass spectrometry and anion photoelectron spectroscopy. Only Ni(n)(Bz)(m) (-) species for which n > or =m were observed in the mass spectra. No single-nickel Ni(1)(Bz)(m) (-) species were seen. Adiabatic electron affinities, vertical detachment energies, and second transition energies were determined for (n,m)=(2,1), (2,2), (3,1), and (3,2). For the most part, calculations on Ni(n)(Bz)(m) (-) species by B. K. Rao and P. Jena [J. Chem. Phys. 117, 5234 (2002)] were found to be consistent with our results. The synergy between their calculations and our experiment provided enhanced confidence in the theoretically implied magnetic moments of several nickel-benzene complexes. The magnetic moments of small nickel clusters were seen to be extremely sensitive to immediate molecular environmental effects.